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Sharing our knowledge

• Generate more bookings

• Optimize revenue

At RateGain we combine experience, innovation and technology to deliver
real and measurable benefits

I will share with you how you can use Data to:

• Improve guest satisfaction

• Reduce operational costs

• Simplify processes

• Understand the market

• Utilize resources efficiently

• Solve business problems



Why Holistic?

Effective distribution is not just about low cost
channels, and maximising bookings.

Its about understanding all elements impacting
the decision to buythe decision to buy

This is distribution by means of

– Understanding the data

– Maximising exposure

– Connecting effectively



ANALYSE THE DATA





What is data?

In this context:

– Anything your customers see:

• Your Rate

• Your Availability

• Your Competitors Rates

• Your Competitors availability• Your Competitors availability

• Your Reviews

• Your Social Image

• Tweets – Weibos etc.



Price Data

Understand your price and where it fits in the
market

Understand what your competitors are doingUnderstand what your competitors are doing

Leverage this information to stay ahead of the
game and ensure you are not missing an
opportunity.



Ensure your rates are optimised

There is both a consistent and a sporadic issue here

• Constantly $1.00 out of parity
• Sporadically higher.



View your competitors Parity and rates

Data Source: RateGain: Data extracted on
19/10/2012

Your competitors may not know what they are doing, but at least you can
gain clarity into their views of the market to assist in guiding your decision
making.



How People Choose Travel



Benchmark your reviews



CONNECT TO CUSTOMERS



Connect

Two methods of connecting

– Connecting in the environment

• Connect with your customers

• Respond to your clients

• Join the conversation

– Connecting through Technology

• Make your self bookable.

• Drive to the lowest cost channels

• Control Parity



Connect with customers

Respond to reviews

Put promotions out on Twitter automatically from
within your Channel Management tool or PMS

Be a part of the conversationBe a part of the conversation



Fix what people tell you is wrong



Make Sure the Customer Can Buy the Product they
Want.



Distribute effectively

Utilise as close to a fully integrated approach as
you can get with your technology

– If your current technology won’t integrate – change it.

Distribute a single rate with multiple rules to all
your suppliers.

Control parity.Control parity.

Ensure lowest cost distribution channels have
equal or better deals where possible.

Distribute from a single common pool



RezGain

Distribute

Connect it all together

RezGain
Distribution 3.0

Measure

Monetize

Analyze
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